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SMOOTH BLEND OF
SOPHISTICATION AT THE
TIMES BUSINESS AWARDS
M
agic Moments Verve
(Music CDs) is all set
to add a smooth blend
of sophistication for third year
in a row at the Times Business
Awards 2021 in Mangaluru on
31st March. The brand proudly
associates to felicitate the
crème de la crème across the
city’s business landscape for
their unrivalled contribution
to their respective domain.
The glitzy evening will be
melodised with the Magic
Moments Verve Music CDs that
symbolises the zest, innovation
and the cool quotient just as the
winners of these elite awards.
Always at the forefront to
recognise the talent and success, Magic Moments Verve
(Music CDs) recently co-opted
the
emerging
superstar
Jacqueline Fernandez to represent the sophistication that the
brand depicts.
On the occasion, Amar
Sinha, Chief Operating Officer,
Radico Khaitan Limited, The
maker of Magic Moments
Verve Music CDs said, " We are
delighted to associate with The

Times Business Awards 2021.
This year marks the third year
of association with the event
which is perfect embodiment
of what we stand for - distinctive flavour with a confident
and sparkling personality.
With this association, we celebrate the stories of determination, dedication and willpower
of those who have created new
benchmarks for their respective industries. We wish all the
luck to the nominees and congratulate them for bypassing
the hardship, challenges and
aversions to emerge as the
torchbearers of the business
comrade. "

ABOUT MAGIC
MOMENTS VERVE
MUSIC CDS

one of the millionaire brands
of Radico Khaitan and currently is the largest selling
brand in its category in India
and 7th largest selling brand
in the world. The brand has
over 56% market share in the
premium segment in India.
Magic Moments Verve Music
CDs endorse indigenous music
and promote home-grown artists and acoustics. Wearing the
legacy of the parent brand on
the sleeve, Magic Moments
Verve Music CDs’ constant
endeavour is to bind the world
together without any barrier
and bring the hidden and demonstrated talents to the forefront from the country
and abroad.

Follow:
#magicmoments
and
www.m2magicmoments.
com

Magic Moments
Verve Music
CDs is the
b r a n d
extension of

Partnering With
Corporates To Make
Gifting Memorable

R.Nandakumar

G

ifts and mementos play
a significant role in
helping corporates and
institutions connect with clients and employees. Over and
above celebrating the joy of
gifting, thoughtfully selected
products can bring the incredible power of goodwill to the
fore.
When Nanda Kumar R,
Founder and CEO, floated his
corporate gifting start up,
Regalos, in 2015, he was committed to establish a venture
that would stand the test of
time, making a positive difference while being rooted in
strong values. Over the years,
the company has mastered the
art of curating truly meaningful gifts that can leave a lasting
impact and build strong relationships for years to come.
Within a short span of time,
Regalos has emerged a frontrunner in the field of personal
gifts, corporate gifts and institutional gifts. The company
gives their clientele a matchless experience, by offering a
variety of one of the most top

quality products with the one
of the highest level of service
commitments. Corporates can
enjoy a unique shopping experience and browse through
over 40,0000 exceptional gifting concepts that are in vogue
at Regalos.
Regalos believes that choosing the right, meaningful gift
can pave the way to foster
long-lasting relationships. The
team is proficient at suggesting suitable gifts for employees, clients, dignitaries, board
members etc. according to the
profile of the recipient, occasion and budget.

Unlike other companies,
Regalos offers flexibility and
functionality of products,
irrespective
of
volume.
Whether you are buying Two
pieces or a few lakh products,
they offer out of the box
ideas, which perfectly reflects

your thoughts. They also
allow personalisation and
customisation with painting,
engraving, laser, logo personalisation and other options.
Regalos has earned the
patronage of innumerable
prestigious companies across
IT, hospitality, pharmaceuticals, SMEs, manufacturing,
automobile and more, and
built the reputation of being
an innovator for gifting
ideas. They also supply uniforms, shoes, stationery and
other products for educational institutions.
To give back to the society
that paved the way for its
growth, Regalos is engaged in
empowering students with
behavioural coaching and professional counselling, so they
enhance their personality and
choose career options that
they are passionate about.
For further information,
contact:
nanda@regalosindia.com
Ph: 9886870111
www.regalosindia.com

